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SPS Commerce Unveils Integrated Fulfilment for MYOB

Vendors Realise Supply Chain Efficiencies From Direct Integration Between the Leading Australian ERP 
Solution and the SPS Retail Network

MELBOURNE, Australia, Oct. 26, 2015 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- SPS Commerce, Inc. (Nasdaq:SPSC), a leader in retail cloud 
services, announced today that it has released a certified solution integrating the SPS Commerce Platform with MYOB Group 
Limited's leading accounting and ERP solutions used by more than 1.2 million companies. 

The solution streamlines supply chain collaboration across trading partners through the SPS Retail Network of 60,000 
organisations. This helps retailers and vendors address the rapidly changing buying trends and fulfilment needs of today's 
omnichannel consumer. Vendors can use the SPS solution to meet the trading requirements of major retailers.

"We are always looking to streamline our clients' business operations, and enhance their experience using MYOB solutions," 
said James Scollay, general manager of SME solutions at MYOB. "We are delighted that SPS Commerce is delivering an 
integrated fulfilment solution enabling our clients to easily access the SPS Retail Network and bringing next-generation 
fulfilment capabilities to Australia."

SPS has pre-built integrations with numerous ERP and accounting solutions, including Microsoft Dynamics, NetSuite, SAP and 
now MYOB. These integrations extend the value of the SPS Retail Network across the globe, including Australia and New 
Zealand.

"We're thrilled to be offering a proven solution that will enable the MYOB community to seamlessly and effortlessly exchange 
critical business information using the SPS Commerce Platform," said Anna Meyer, director, Asia-Pacific for SPS Commerce. 
"Customers will benefit from the 'Connect once, infinite scale' simplicity of our retail network."

About Commerce Platform

SPS Commerce transformed retail supply chain technology more than a decade ago with its cloud-based solutions, and 
continues to innovate with its Commerce Platform. The platform is designed to address the requirements of today's 
omnichannel retail market. From a common foundation, Commerce Platform powers four key capabilities that deliver item-
centric agility: Analytics, Assortment, Fulfilment and Sourcing. Having built a global retail network of more than 60,000 
organisations, SPS Commerce shares this expertise in community development by enabling trading partners to on-board 
members of its trading partner community onto these four core omnichannel capabilities.

About SPS Commerce

SPS Commerce perfects the power of trading partner relationships with the industry's most broadly adopted, retail cloud 
services platform. As a leader in cloud-based supply chain management solutions, we provide proven integrations and 
comprehensive retail performance analytics to thousands of customers worldwide. SPS Commerce has achieved 59 
consecutive quarters of revenue growth and is headquartered in Minneapolis. SPS Commerce Australia is headquartered in 
Melbourne, Australia. For additional information, contact SPS Commerce Australia at 1300 532 383 or 
www.spscommerce.com.au. 

SPS COMMERCE, SPS, SPS logo, INFINITE RETAIL POWER, and RETAIL UNIVERSE are marks of SPS Commerce, Inc. 
and Registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 1=INFINITY logo, AS THE NETWORK GROWS, SO DOES YOUR 
OPPORTUNITY, RSX and others are further marks of SPS Commerce, Inc.  All these marks may be registered or otherwise 
protected in other countries.
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